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Don’t be deceived by the argument against Measure RE.

The tax is only due once per real estate sale. No property sale? No tax. Since the average home in Culver City sells for $1,200,000, most people won’t be affected. Tenants and consumers won’t pay at all.

Measure RE makes developers pay their fair share.

When residents buy clothes, school supplies, and even used cars, we pay 10.25% sales tax. But when real estate tycoons flip Culver City real estate, they pay just 0.45% to our City.

Culver City’s land has appreciated about 10% year over year thanks to the vitality and desirability that we have created together. That appreciation more than covers the cost of Measure RE for those fortunate enough to make multimillion-dollar real estate deals.

Culver City’s current transfer tax is no more than the City of Los Angeles’s. That will stay the same for all sale proceeds under $1,500,000 because Measure RE is a marginal tax.

The Finance Advisory Committee recommended Measure RE.

It’s a timely and fiscally sound approach to restoring sorely needed revenue while avoiding tax increases on everyday residents.

City Council doesn’t raise our taxes. The people do - in votes like this - and our residents benefit.

YES on Measure RE is our first chance in decades to prioritize all Culver City residents over massive real estate interests.

Visit YESonRE.com:

- RE-cover from this pandemic
- RE-tain essential infrastructure and services
- RE-invest in Culver City
- RE-new our commitment to one another